
MATTER STUDY GUIDE
Volume – the amount of space an object takes up 

Matter – anything that takes up space and has mass

Mass– the amount of matter in an object (measured in grams and kilograms)
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Solid– matter that

has definite size,

shape, and volume.

The molecules are

close together.

Liquid– matter that

has NO definite size

and shape but does

have volume. The

molecules are spaced

apart and flow

against each other. 

Gas– a state of matter

that has NO definite

size, shape, or volume.

The molecules are

spaced far apart and

flow easily.

Physical Changes (same matter)

Melting ice (change state)

Cutting bread (change size)

Rolling playdoh (change shape)

Chemical Changes (new matter)

Baking soda + vinegar = carbon dioxide

Yeast + flour + sugar + heat = bread

Wood + fire = ashes and gases 

Magnification – making something bigger so you can see smaller parts.  

Scientists use magnifying glasses and microscopes to magnify objects.  

Physical properties – characteristics that help us sort and classify objects.

Examples are size, shape, state, color, and texture. Most physical properties stay

the same even when matter is reduced in visible size. For example, if you tear a

piece of paper in half, the smaller pieces of paper will have some of the same

characteristics as the larger pieces of paper (color, texture, state). 

Objects are made of one or more materials.  For example, a binder can have cardboard inside, a

plastic covering, and metal rings. Scientists study the physical properties of a material to decide if

it will work well to make an object. For example, wood works better than cotton to make a swing

set because wood is sturdier.
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